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� A building based virtual energy storage system (VESS) model was developed.
� A dynamic economic dispatch model integrated with VESS was developed.
� The charging/discharging characteristics of the VESS were analyzed.
� The VESS was dispatched within the customer temperature comfort range.
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a b s t r a c t

The increasing complexities of hybrid energy Microgrid (H-Microgrid) integrated with renewable gener-
ations, dispatchable distribution generators (DGs) and low-carbon buildings require more intelligent dis-
patch method. The building sector occupies the main body of the energy consumption, which represents
a major potential contributor for reducing the daily operating cost of the H-Microgrid. In this paper, a
building based virtual energy storage system (VESS) model was developed by utilizing the heat storage
capability of the building. Then, a dynamic economic dispatch (DED) model of the H-Microgrid consider-
ing the VESS was developed. Finally, the VESS was integrated into the DED model of the H-Microgrid for
daily operating cost reduction. The indoor temperature of the building was adjusted within the customer
temperature comfort range to manage the charging/discharging power of the VESS. Numerical studies
demonstrate that the proposed DED method can make full use of the available capacity of VESS to reduce
the daily operating cost, and guarantee the customer temperature comfort level at the same time.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

With the growing concerns over the energy depletion and envi-
ronmental issues around the world, increasing attention is being
paid to technologies in renewable generation utilization and
energy efficiency improvement [1]. According to the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy, about 40% of total energy is consumed in buildings
in industrialized countries, among which 68% is electricity [2]. As a
result, a number of countries have taken specific initiatives to
encourage a high penetration of renewables and low energy con-
sumption in their building sectors [2–9]. The European Directive
(2010/31/EU) shows that all the new buildings in Europe are
required to be nearly zero energy buildings by 2020, targeting a
high penetration of renewables and low energy consumption [4].
In China, the building sector currently accounts for 27.6% of the
total energy use and is estimated to reach 35% by 2020 [5,6]. The
Chinese government has paid particular attention to the retrofits
and renovations of the existing buildings, and provided financial
support for the energy management in large commercial and pub-
lic buildings [5,7]. The Building Energy Efficiency consortium in the
U.S.-China Clean Energy Research Center (CERC) seeks to address
research on building operation economic saving technologies and
practices [8,9].

As an effective way to handle the uncertainties of the renewable
energies, the H-Microgrid provides an economical energy supply for
the buildings [10,11]. The increasing complexities of H-Microgrid
integrated with renewable generations, dispatchable distribution
generators (DGs) and low-carbon buildings [12] require more intel-
ligent dispatch method. It has been shown that 20–30% of the
storage
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations
DED dynamic economic dispatch
VESS virtual energy storage system
DG distribution generator
DE diesel engine
FC fuel cell
EC electric chiller
BESS battery energy storage system

Sets and indices
J, j set of indexes of the wall orientations of a building
T, t set of indexes of the dispatch time periods
DG, i set of indexes of the dispatchable DGs
EC, n set of indexes of the electric chillers

Parameters and constants
Cph, Cse real-time electricity purchasing/selling prices ($/

MW h)
Cgas natural gas price ($/MW h)
Pel electric load of the H-Microgrid (kW)
PPV, PWT electric power generated by photovoltaic/wind tur-

bine (kW)
Uwall, Uwin heat transfer coefficient of the wall/window in the

building [W/(m2�K)]
Fwall,j the area of the total wall surface at the j-wall orienta-

tion (m2)
Fwin,j the area of the total window surface at the j-wall ori-

entation (m2)
Tout, Tin outdoor/indoor temperature (�C)
Tset indoor temperature set-point (�C)
swin, SC the glass transmission coefficient and shading coeffi-

cient of the windows
aw absorbance coefficient of the wall external surface
_Qin internal heat gains from people, appliances and light-

ing (kW)

q, C, V the density (kg/m3), specific heat capacity [J/(kg��C)]
and volume of the air (m3) in the building

a, b, c fuel cost coefficients of the diesel engine
gFC efficiency of the fuel cell
EEREC energy efficiency ratio of the electric chiller
gch, gdis charging/discharging efficiency of the BESS
CAPbt the rated capacity of the BESS (kW h)
SOC, d the state of charge/self-discharge ratio of the BESS
Ebt the residual energy of the BESS (kW h)
qDG, qsu maintenance cost ($/kW h) and startup cost ($) of a

dispatchable DG
Ru; Rd ramp-up/ramp-down rate of a dispatchable DG (kW/

min)
Su; Sd startup/shutdown rate of a dispatchable DG (kW/min)
UT, DT minimum up/down time periods of a dispatchable DG

(h)
qWT, qPV maintenance cost of the WT and the PV ($/kW h)
qbt, qEC maintenance cost of the BESS and the electric chiller

($/kW h)

Variables
Pex electric power exchange with the external grid (kW)
Pgas natural gas purchase (kW)
PDE, PFC electric power generated by DE/FC (kW)
Pbt charging/discharging power of the BESS (kW)
_QEC cooling power generated by the electric chiller (kW)
_Qcl;building cooling load of the building with VESS (kW)
_Q 0
cl;building cooling load of the building without VESS (kW).

PDG power generation of a dispatchable DG (kW)
UDG operation status of a dispatchable DG
U0

DG; U00
DG startup/shutdown status of a dispatchable DG

Ton; Toff number of successive ON/OFF time periods of a
dispatchable DG (h)
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energy consumption of the building sector, which occupies the
main body of the energy consumption of the H-Microgrid, can be
saved through economic dispatch without changing the structure
and hardware configuration of the H-Microgrid [2].

Several studies have been carried out to investigate the eco-
nomic dispatch for the H-Microgrid. An economic dispatch model
was developed in [2] for a low-carbon building to minimize the
total cost of electricity and natural gas. A hierarchical energy man-
agement system was proposed in [10] for the H-Microgrid based
on an energy hub model. A model predictive control based strategy
using nonlinear programming model was proposed to dispatch a
building Microgrid under dynamic electricity price [12]. The
mixed-integer nonlinear programming model was proposed to
solve the economic dispatch problem for a building Microgrid
and handle the discrete working ranges of the energy systems
[13]. A multi-objective mixed-integer linear programming model
was proposed to reduce the daily operating cost and the total emis-
sion of the H-Microgrid [14].

The controllable loads of the H-Microgrid, such as the refriger-
ators, freezers, air conditioners, water heaters, heat pumps and
electric vehicles (EVs), etc., can change their normal power con-
sumption patterns to participate in the economic dispatch of the
H-Microgrid due to their energy storage and controllable charac-
teristics [15–21]. The charging strategy of the EVs in an office
building Microgrid equipped with a photovoltaic (PV) system and
a combined heat and power unit was discussed in [18]. In [19], a
Please cite this article in press as: Jin X et al. Dynamic economic dispatch of a
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heuristic operation strategy for a commercial building Microgrid
containing EVs and a PV system was proposed to improve the
self-consumption capability of PV energy. An economic dispatch
model is proposed for a residential Microgrid including a charging
spot with a Vehicle-to-Grid system and renewable energy sources
to reduce the daily operating cost [20]. A multi-objective dispatch
model is proposed for a Microgrid containing EVs, responsive loads
and renewable generations to reduce the daily operating cost and
the total emission [21].

The existing researchworks havemade good contributions to the
economic dispatch of H-Microgrid. However, the coupling relation-
ship among the heating/cooling demand of a building, the customer
temperature comfort range and the outdoor temperature are not
well considered in the economic dispatch of the H-Microgrid. Actu-
ally, the heating/cooling demand of a building can be adjusted in the
economic dispatch process to reduce daily operating cost without
disturbing the temperature comfort level of the building. For this
purpose, themathematical relationship among the indoor tempera-
ture, cooling demand and outdoor temperature is established in this
paper based on the building thermal equilibrium equation. Then, a
building based virtual energy storage system (VESS) model was
developed as a dispatchable unit to participate in the economic dis-
patch of the H-Microgrid for daily operating cost reduction.

On the other hand, the economic dispatch of H-Microgrid can be
divided into static economic dispatch and dynamic economic dis-
patch (DED) [22–24]. Compared with static economic dispatch,
hybrid energy microgrid considering building based virtual energy storage
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the DED is better suited to the requirements of a H-Microgrid in
actual operation because it not only considers the minimization
daily operating cost in a dispatch cycle but also satisfies energy
loads, ramp limits and other constraints in every time interval
[24]. Therefore, a DED model integrated with VESS was developed
for the H-Microgrid in this paper. The charging/discharging power
of the VESS was dispatched within the customer temperature com-
fort range to reduce the daily operating cost. The main contribu-
tions of this paper are summarized as follows:

(1) The mathematical relationship among the indoor tempera-
ture, cooling demand and outdoor temperature is estab-
lished based on the building thermal equilibrium equation.
Then, a building based VESS model is built.

(2) The VESS model is integrated into a DED model to dispatch
all the energy systems and the VESS for daily operating cost
reduction. The indoor temperature of the building is
adjusted within the customer temperature comfort range
to manage the charging/discharging power of the VESS.

(3) The charging/discharging characteristics between the VESS
and battery energy storage system (BESS) were compared.
The relationship between the charging/discharging charac-
teristics of the VESS and the electricity prices were analyzed.

2. Models of the virtual energy storage system and DGs in H-
Microgrid

A H-Microgrid containing different buildings is shown in Fig. 1.
The H-Microgrid is connected to an external grid and integrated
with renewable generations, i.e., wind turbine (WT) and PV, dis-
patchable DGs, i.e., diesel engine (DE) and fuel cell (FC), and other
devices, i.e., BESS and electric chillers (ECs). The buildings consti-
tute the energy loads of the H-Microgrid. All the energy systems
and building based VESSs are dispatched to satisfy the electric
and heating/cooling loads in the H-Microgrid.
2.1. Virtual energy storage system model

The heat storage capability of a building is an important factor
to describe the building thermal performance [25]. For a building,
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a H-M
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the heating/cooling energy can be stored over a short period of
time in a building based on its heat storage capability [25]. There-
fore, the heating/cooling equipment can be started in advance or
increase its energy consumption when the electricity price is
low. In the same way, it can be shut down in advance or reduce
its energy consumption when the electricity price is high. This is
because the heating/cooling demand can be adjusted within the
customer temperature comfort range of the building due to the
heat storage capability of the building. With this capability, the
building is modeled as a VESS to participate in the DED of the H-
Microgrid for daily operating cost reduction.

Firstly, the mathematical relationship among the indoor tem-
perature, heating/cooling demand (equals to the heating/cooling
power generated by the heating/cooling equipment) and outdoor
temperature is established by using the building thermal equilib-
rium equation shown in Eq. (1) [26].

DQ ¼ q� C � V � dTin

dt
ð1Þ

where DQ is the rate of change of the indoor air heat energy in a
building; dTin/dt is the indoor temperature change per unit time
in a building.

Considering a summer cooling scenario, the building is modeled
as a single isothermal air volume (shown in Fig. 2) [27]. This vol-
ume exchanges heat with the external air through the sum of walls
and the sum of windows and receives internal heat gains. The heat
contributions due to the solar radiation on the opaque surface of
the external walls and transparent surface of the windows are also
considered. Then, the Eq. (1) was changed to Eq. (2), in which the
following contributions are taken into account:

q� C � V � dTin

dt
¼ _Qwall þ _Qwin þ _Qin þ _Qsw þ _Qsg � _QEC ð2Þ

(i) _Qwall is the heat transfer through the external walls (kW); It
is calculated by summing the contribution of each wall of a
building, as shown in Eq. (3). The roof of a building was
accounted for as part of the external walls [28].

(ii) _Qwin is the heat transfer across the windows (kW); It is cal-
culated by summing the contribution of each window of a
building, as shown in Eq. (4).
icrogrid containing buildings.

hybrid energy microgrid considering building based virtual energy storage
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Fig. 2. Schematic of heat transfer of the internal air volume under the summer cooling scenario.
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(iii) _Qin is the internal heat gains (kW).

(iv) _Qsw is the heat contribution due to the solar radiation on the
opaque surface of the external walls (kW); It is calculated by
summing the heat contribution due to solar radiation on
each external wall (south, west, north and east orientations)
according to the ISO 13790 [29], as shown in Eq. (5). Also,
the external surface heat resistance for convection and radi-
ation of the external wall j, Rse,j, is considered in Eq. (5). A
typical method to calculate the Rse,j is given in [30], which
takes both radiation and convection terms into account.

(v) _Qsg is the whole solar radiation transmitted across the win-
dows (kW); It is calculated according to Eq. (6). It is assumed
that the total windows surfaces are distributed in the south,
west, north and east orientations of the walls in a building
uniformly [31].

(vi) _QEC is the cooling power generated by the cooling equip-
ment (kW).

_Qwall ¼
X
j2J

Uwall � Fwall;j � ðTout � TinÞ ð3Þ

_Qwin ¼
X
j2J

Uwin � Fwin;j � ðTout � TinÞ ð4Þ

_Qsw ¼
X
j2J
aw � Rse;j � Uwall � Fwall;j � IT;j ð5Þ

_Qsg ¼
X
j2J
swin � SC � Fwin;j � IT;j ð6Þ

where IT,j is the total solar radiation on the walls/windows surface
at the j-wall orientation (kW/m2). In this paper, IT,j is determined
according to the method presented in Duffie and Beckman [32],
which is a commonly used method to calculate the total solar radi-
ation on a tilted surface [33]. It can be calculated as sum of various
types of solar radiation, i.e., beam, diffuse and reflected radiation,
given in Duffie and Beckman [32], as shown in Eq. (7).

IT ¼ Ib � Rb þ Id � 1þ cosb
2

� �
þ I � qg �

1� cos b
2

� �
ð7Þ
Please cite this article in press as: Jin X et al. Dynamic economic dispatch of a
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where Ib, Id and I represent beam, diffuse and total radiation on hor-
izontal surface respectively (kW/m2); qg is the ground reflectance
and is taken as 0.2 in the present study [33]; Rb is geometric factor
which is defined as the ratio of beam radiation on a tilted surface to
that on a horizontal surface, which is expressed as:

Rb ¼ cos h
cos hz

ð8Þ

where h and hz are incidence and zenith angles. Detailed calculation
procedures for Rb can be found in [32].

Eq. (2) was developed to express the mathematical relationship
among the indoor temperature, heating/cooling power demand
and outdoor temperature. As shown in Eq. (2), when the indoor tem-
perature is increased, i.e., dTin > 0, the indoor air heat energy is

increased, i.e., ð _Qwall þ _Qwin þ _Qin þ _Qsw þ _Qsg � _QECÞ � dt > 0,which
means that energy is stored during dt. On the other hand, when the
indoor temperature is decreased, i.e., dTin < 0, the indoor air heat

energy is decreased, i.e., ð _Qwall þ _Qwin þ _Qin þ _Qsw þ _Qsg � _QECÞ�
dt < 0, which means that energy is discharged during dt. Then, due
to the heat storage capability of a building, the cooling demand
(equals to the cooling power generated by the electric chiller) and
indoor temperature are adjusted to respond to DED of H-Microgrid
and the VESS is modeled (shown in Fig. 2). Then, the charging/dis-
charging power of the building based VESS, as shown in Eq. (9), is
obtained following Eq. (2).

The principle of the VESS is that the cooling energy generated
by the electric chiller during dt ð _QECÞ can be stored in the building
when the electricity price is low, i.e., the electric chiller can be
started in advance or increase its energy consumption during dt

(the VESS is charged, _QVESS;t < 0). In the same way, _QEC can be
discharged in the building when the electricity price is high during
dt, i.e., the electric chiller can be shut down in advance or reduce its

energy consumption during dt (the VESS is discharged, _QVESS;t > 0).
The indoor temperature comfort range and temperature set-point
are considered in the DED model to guarantee the customer com-
fort level.

_QVESS;t ¼ _Q 0
cl;building;t � _Qcl;building;t ð9Þ
hybrid energy microgrid considering building based virtual energy storage
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2.2. The mathematical model of DGs

(1) Diesel engine
For DE, the fuel cost depends on the power generation and fuel

cost coefficients, which is shown in Eq. (10).

f fuelðPDE;tÞ ¼ aP2
DE;t þ bPDE;t þ c ð10Þ

(2) Fuel cell
For FC, the fuel cost depends on the power generation and effi-

ciency gFC, which is shown in Eq. (11).

f fuelðPFC;tÞ ¼ Cgas � Pgas ¼ Cgas � ðPFC;tDt=gFCÞ ð11Þ
(3) Electric chiller
The electricity consumption of the EC is determined by the cool-

ing demand and the coefficient of performance, as shown in Eq. (12).

_QEC;t ¼ PEC;t � EEREC ð12Þ
(4) BESS
The state of charge (SOC) of the BESS refers to the ratio of the

residual energy to the rated energy. The SOC at dispatch time inter-
val t is described in Eq. (13).

SOCt ¼
SOCt�1ð1� dÞ � Pbt;tDtgch=CAPbt Pbt;t 6 0
SOCt�1ð1� dÞ � Pbt;tDt=ðgdisCAPbtÞ Pbt;t > 0

�
ð13Þ
3. Formulation of the DED model of the H-Microgrid

3.1. Objective function

The objective function depicted in Eq. (14) is to minimize the
total daily operating cost for the H-Microgrid.

min
X
t2T

Cph;tþCse;t

2 Pex;t þ Cph;t�Cse;t

2 jPex;t j
� �n

þ
X
i2DG

½f fuelðPDG;i;tÞ þ qDG;i � PDG;i;t þ qsu;i � U0
DG;i;t �

 !

þ qWTPWT;t þ qPVPPV ;t þ qbtjPbt;tj þ
X
n2EC

qECPEC;n;t

 !) ð14Þ

The first term in Eq. (14) represents the cost for electricity pur-
chase from the external grid; The second term represents the fuel
costs depicted by fuel cost function ffuel(�), maintenance costs and
the startup costs of all the dispatchable DGs; the third term is
the maintenance costs of other devices of the H-Microgrid.

3.2. Constraints

(1) Electrical power balance:X
i2DG

PDG;i;t þ Pex;t þ PWT;t þ PPV ;t þ Pbt;t

¼ Pel;t þ
X
n2EC

PEC;n;t ; 8i 2 DG; 8n 2 EC; 8t 2 T ð15Þ

(2) Cooling demand balance:

_QEC;t ¼ _Qcl;building;t ; 8t 2 T ð16Þ
(3) Building thermal equilibrium equation:
Due to the transient effect and the thermal capacity of the

building mass, the heat flow of the building envelopes developed
in Eq. (2) is presented as unsteady heat flow [33]. In order to solve
the DED model of the H-Microgrid considering the unsteady heat
flow of the building envelopes, the differential equation, as shown
in Eq. (2), is converted to a finite difference equation with a for-
ward difference approximation on the time derivative [33]. The
Please cite this article in press as: Jin X et al. Dynamic economic dispatch of a
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finite difference equation is considered as a constraint of the DED
model, as shown in Eq. (17).

Dt
X
j2J

Uwall � Fwall;j � ðTout;t � Tin;tÞ þ
X
j2J

Uwin � Fwin;j � ðTout;t � Tin;tÞ
"

þ
X
j2J
aw � Rse;j � Uwall � Fwall;j � IT;j;t þ

X
j2J
swin � SC � Fwin;j

� IT;j;t þ _Qin;t � _QEC;t

i
� qCVðTin;tþ1 � Tin;tÞ ¼ 0; 8t 2 T ð17Þ

(4) Technical constraints from the dispatchable DGs:
For each dispatchable DG, the power generation is constrained

by the upper and lower power output limits. The power genera-
tions between two successive dispatch time intervals are con-
strained by ramp-up (ramp-down) rates as well as startup
(shutdown) rates. In the DED model, the constraints from the dis-
patchable DGs are introduced to consider the inherent link among
the dispatch time intervals.

PDG;i;tUDG;i;t 6 PDG;i;t 6 PDG;i;tUDG;i;t; 8i 2 DG; 8t 2 T ð18Þ

PDG;i;t � PDG;i;t�1 6 Ru;iDtUDG;i;t�1 þ Su;iDtU
0
DG;i;t; 8i 2 DG; 8t 2 T

ð19Þ

PDG;i;t�1 � PDG;i;t 6 Rd;iDtUDG;i;t þ Sd;iDtU
00
DG;i;t ; 8i 2 DG; 8t 2 T

ð20Þ

U0
DG;i;t ¼ maxð0;UDG;i;t � UDG;i;t�1Þ; 8i 2 DG; 8t 2 T ð21Þ

U00
DG;i;t ¼ maxð0;UDG;i;t�1 � UDG;i;tÞ; 8i 2 DG; 8t 2 T ð22Þ

where UDG;i;t , U
0
DG;i;t and U00

DG;i;t are the operation status (‘‘1” repre-
sents ‘ON’-state while ‘‘0” represents ‘OFF’-state); the startup status
(‘‘1” for startup, ‘‘0” otherwise) and the shutdown status (‘‘1” for
shutdown, ‘‘000 otherwise) of dispatchable DG i at time interval t;

PDG,i,t and PDG;i;t are the lower and upper power output limits of dis-
patchable DG i at time interval t.

The dispatchable DGs are also constrained by the minimum up
and down time limits shown in Eqs. (23) and (24).

Ton
i;t P UTiðUDG;i;t � UDG;i;t�1Þ; 8i 2 DG; 8t 2 T ð23Þ

Toff
i;t P DTiðUDG;i;t�1 � UDG;i;tÞ; 8i 2 DG; 8t 2 T ð24Þ
(5) Technical constraints from the electric chiller:
The constraint for the cooling output of electric chiller is shown

in Eq. (25).

0 6 QEC;t 6 QEC ; 8t 2 T ð25Þ
where QEC is the upper cooling power output limit of the electric
chiller.

(6) Technical constraints from BESS:
For the BESS, the charging/discharging power and the SOC are

constrained by the upper and lower limits shown in Eqs. (26)
and (27); For the energy balance, the stored energy inside the BESS
is set the same as the initial stored energy, as shown in Eq. (29).

Pbt 6 Pbt;t 6 Pbt; 8t 2 T ð26Þ

SOC 6 SOCt 6 SOC; 8t 2 T ð27Þ

SOCt ¼ Ebt;t

CAPbt
ð28Þ

X
t2T

Pbt;t ¼ 0 ð29Þ
hybrid energy microgrid considering building based virtual energy storage
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Fig. 3. Forecasted outdoor temperature.
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where Pbt and Pbt are the lower and upper charging/discharging

power limits of the BESS; SOC and SOC are the lower and upper
SOC limits of the BESS.

(7) Indoor temperature constraint:

Tin < Tin;t < Tin; 8t 2 T ð30Þ

where Tin and Tin are the lower and upper indoor temperature limits
of a building.

(8) Electric power purchase constraint:

Pex < Pex;t < Pex; 8t 2 T ð31Þ

where Pex and Pex are the lower and upper electric power purchase
limits. The DED model was implemented using IBM ILGO CPLEX
under MATLAB platform [34–36].
Fig. 4. Values of incident solar radiation flux.
4. Case studies

4.1. Case study

A H-Microgrid shown in Fig. 1 containing different buildings
was used to verify the effectiveness of the developed DED method.
Four different buildings are investigated. In particular, the consid-
ered buildings vary from residential one to commercial one by
changing the parameters of heat transfer coefficient of wall, heat
transfer coefficient of window, window to wall ratio and the occu-
pied hours. All the buildings are represented by a parallelepiped
with a squared floor. The parameters of the buildings are given
in Table 1 [26,27,37–39].

� Building A (Residential building): The occupied hours are set to
be from 00:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and from 18:00 p.m. to 23:00 p.
m.

� Building B (Office building): The occupied hours are set to be
from 8:00 a.m. to 20:00 p.m.

� Building C (Apartment building): The occupied hours are set to
be the whole day.

� Building D (Mall building): The occupied hours are set to be
from 10:00 a.m. to 22:00 p.m.

The values of the parameters air mass density q and air specific
heat ratio C are set to be 1.2 kg/m3 and 1000 J/(kg��C) respectively.
The forecasted outdoor temperature in a typical summer day are
shown in Fig. 3. The forecasted solar radiation on horizontal
surface [40] and calculated incident solar radiation on the walls/
windows surface at south, west, north and east orientations [32]
are shown in Fig. 4. The forecasted renewable generations and
forecasted electric loads with internal heat gains of the four build-
ings in a typical summer day are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 respec-
tively. Note that, the internal heat gains of the four buildings
(shown in Fig. 6) are presented as the sum of internal heat gains
from people, appliances and lighting [41,42]. All the forecasted
data are typical daily profiles, which are used as forecasted input
data for DED of H-Microgrid. The indoor temperature comfort
range is set to be from 20 �C to 25 �C during occupied hours. The
indoor temperature set-point is set to be 22.5 �C [43]. The electric
Table 1
Building parameters.

Building Uwall [W/(m2�K)] Fwall (m2) Uwin [W/(m2�K)] Wind

Building A 1.092 1000 2.800 45
Building B 0.908 2400 2.750 75
Building C 1.146 1500 2.800 60
Building D 0.820 2700 2.500 65
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chillers are switched on during occupied hours [44]. The proposed
DED method dispatches the H-Microgrid over a 24-h time-period
(T = 24 h) with 15-min interval.

The real-time electricity prices fromNYISO are used in this paper
[45], as shown in Fig. 7. The price for selling electricity back to the
external grid is set to be 0.8 times the price for purchasing electric-
ity. The natural gas price is 42.5$/MW h [11]. The technical/eco-
nomic parameters of the dispatchable DGs and the parameters of
the other devices are shown in Tables 2–4 with the data collecting
from [46–52]. The fuel cost coefficients of the DE are set to be a = 44
($/h/MW2), b = 65.34 ($/h/MW) and c = 1.1825 ($/h).
4.2. Dynamic economic dispatch results analysis

Two comparative cases are presented as follows:

Case (1): Dispatch the H-Microgrid without VESSs and keep the
indoor temperatures of the buildings at the desired set points.
Case (2): Dispatch the H-Microgrid with VESSs. The cooling
demands and indoor temperatures of the buildings are adjusted
within the customer temperature comfort ranges.

The dispatch results of the electricity generation/consumption
of the H-Microgrid for Case 1 and Case 2 are shown in Fig. 8. For
ow to wall ratio (%) Long side (m) Short side (m) Height (m)

30 20 9
40 20 30
30 20 20
50 30 20

hybrid energy microgrid considering building based virtual energy storage
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Fig. 5. Forecasted typical daily renewable generation profiles.

Fig. 6. Forecasted electric loads and internal heat gains of the four buildings.

Fig. 7. Real time price.
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Table 2
Technical parameters of the dispatchable DGs.

DG type PDG(kW) PDG (kW) Ru (kW/min) Rd (kW/min) Su (kW/min) Sd (kW/min) UT(h) DT (h) Number of DGs

DE 20 100 2 2 2 2 2 1 2
FC 12 120 2 2 2 2 2 1 1

Table 3
Economic parameters of the dispatchable DGs.

Type DE FC EC WT PV BESS

Startup cost ($) 0.24 0.32 – – – –
Maintenance cost

($/kW h)
0.0033 0.0046 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001

Table 4
Parameters of the other devices.

Parameters Value

EEREC 4
PEC;1=PEC;1 120 kW/0 kW

PEC;2=PEC;2 200 kW/0 kW

PEC;3=PEC;3 120 kW/0 kW

PEC;4=PEC;4 600 kW/0 kW

Pex=Pex 600 kW/�600 kW

CAPbt 400 kW h

SOC=SOC 0.8/0.2

Pbt=Pbt 40 kW/�40 kW
gch/gdis 0.95/0.95
d 0.04
gFC 0.55

Fig. 8. Dispatch results of the electricity ge
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the time periods from 17:00 to 19:00, as the electricity purchase
prices are higher than that of other periods, the H-Microgrid tends
to purchase less electric power from the external grid and dispatch
more power generated by dispatchable DGs in both Case 1 and
Case 2. In contrast, for the time periods including 0:00–16:00
and 20:00–23:00, as the electricity purchase prices are lower than
that of other periods, the H-Microgrid tends to purchase more elec-
tric power from the external grid and reduce power generation
from the dispatchable DGs for cost savings in both Case 1 and Case
2. The daily operating cost in Case 1 is $402.9, while the daily oper-
ating cost in Case 2 is $387.4. The daily operating cost can be
reduced by 3.85% in Case 2.

The dispatch results of all the dispatchable DGs for Case 1 and
Case 2 are shown in Fig. 9. It can be observed from Fig. 9, all the
dispatchable DGs are dispatched satisfying the technical con-
straints, as shown in Eqs. (18) and (24). All the dispatchable DGs
are committed and dispatched at their maximum capacities during
high electricity purchase price periods (17:00–19:00) and switched
off or reduced power generation for cost savings during low elec-
tricity purchase price periods (0:00–16:00 and 20:00–23:00).
However, due to electric power purchase constraint, as shown in
Eq. (31), the required electric power cannot be imported from
the external grid in both Case 1 and Case 2 at 10:00, as shown in
neration/consumption in a typical day.

hybrid energy microgrid considering building based virtual energy storage
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Fig. 9. Dispatch results of the dispatchable DGs in a typical day.

Fig. 11. Overall power purchased from the external grid and dispatched by the
dispatchable DGs.
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Fig. 10. Therefore, the FC is committed and dispatched at 10:00 to
generate power to supply the electric power shortage in Case 1.
Compared with Case 1, the cooling demands of the buildings in
Case 2 are adjusted to reduce the power consumptions of the elec-
tric chillers, which has resulted in no power shortage at 10:00.
Therefore, no dispatchable DG is committed and dispatched at
10:00 and more cost savings are achieved in Case 2. It is worth not-
ing that only FC is committed and dispatched to supply the power
shortage at 10:00 in Case 1. This is because the FC has low cost
coefficients compared with the DEs.

Compared with Case 1, the advantages of Case 2 lie in three
aspects:

(1) By introducing VESSs to the H-Microgrid DED process, the
cooling demands and indoor temperatures can be adjusted
within the customer temperature comfort ranges to reduce
the daily operating cost (decrease from $402.9 to $387.4).

(2) The total startup and shutdown times of the dispatchable
DGs are decreased in Case 2. This will reduce the startup
costs of dispatchable DGs and furthermore extend the ser-
vice life of them.
Fig. 10. Electric power pur
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(3) More free capacity of the dispatchable DGs can be obtained
in Case 2. Fig. 11 depicts the overall power purchased from
the external grid and dispatched by the dispatchable DGs.
It can be observed that introducing the VESSs into the H-
Microgrid DED process not only decreases the total external
grid power purchase, but also brings about a more 8.36% free
capacity for DGs.

The dispatch results of the VESSs, the cooling demand of the
building with ð _Qcl;building;tÞ and without ð _Q 0

cl;building;tÞ VESS are shown

in Fig. 12. When _Qcl;building;t is larger than _Q 0
cl;building;t , the VESS oper-

ates in charging mode; when _Qcl;building;t is smaller than _Q 0
cl;building;t ,

the VESS operates in discharging mode. The dispatch results of
VESSs show that the VESSs can be charged or discharged according
to the actual dispatch demand of the H-Microgrid. The VESSs are
dispatched only during the occupied hours (the electric chillers
operate in ‘ON’-state only during the occupied hours).

The dispatch results also show that the VESSs tend to operate in
discharging mode to reduce the daily operating cost. However, due
to the indoor temperature constraints and energy dissipation char-
acteristics of the buildings, the VESSs are charged after several time
intervals of discharging, as shown in Fig. 12. Generally, the overall
quantity of the discharged energy is larger than quantity of the
charged energy of a VESS in the whole DED day, which contributes
to the economic savings.

Due to the heat storage capability of the buildings, the cooling
demands of the buildings can be adjusted according to the time-
sensitive electricity prices to reduce the daily operating cost.
Therefore, the dispatch results of the building based VESSs and
the time-sensitive electricity prices are closely tied. The relation-
chase in a typical day.
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ship between dispatch results of VESSs and electricity prices is
shown in Fig. 13. The VESSs tend to be discharged with higher
power during high electricity purchase price periods (e.g. from
17:00 to 19:00) to reduce the cooling demand for cost savings. In
order to gain a higher discharging power, the VESSs tend to be
charged with high power before the discharging process to storage
Fig. 12. Dispatch results of th

Fig. 13. Relationship between dispatch re
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enough cooling power for the discharging dispatch. Taking the
building B as an example, the discharging power of the VESS
reaches its peak (177.823 kW) at 17:30 which is the highest elec-
tricity purchase price period (159.04$/MW h). To obtain this high
discharging power, the building B based VESS is dispatched to be
charged with a high power (177.823 kW) at 17:15 to storage
e VESSs in a typical day.

sults of VESSs and electricity prices.
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Fig. 14. Dispatch results of the BESS in a typical day.

Fig. 15. Dispatch results of the cooling demands with indoor temperatures of the buildings in a typical day.
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enough cooling energy before the discharging process at 17:30.
Consequently, the time-sensitive electricity prices play an impor-
tant role in the DED of the H-Microgrid considering the VESSs.

The dispatch results of the BESS in a day are shown in Fig. 14. As
depicted in Fig. 14, the BESS can be charged with its maximum
power continuously during low electricity price and discharged
with its maximum power continuously during high electricity
price. In contrast, as shown in Fig. 13, although the VESSs can be
discharged continuously in several time intervals, the discharging
power tends to be lower. Furthermore, before the higher power
discharging process, the VESSs are charged with high power to
storage enough cooling energy. And after the higher power dis-
charging process, the VESSs are discharged with low power or dis-
patched to operate in charging mode to satisfy the indoor
temperature constraints. The main reason is that the building
based VESS has a relatively fast energy dissipation characteristic,
while the self-discharge ratio of the BESS is very low [53].

The dispatch results of the building based VESSs are also closely
linked to the indoor temperatures of the buildings because the
indoor temperatures of the buildings are adjusted within the cus-
tomer temperature comfort ranges to manage the charging/dis-
charging power of the VESSs. The dispatch results of the cooling
demands with indoor temperatures of the buildings in a day are
depicted in Fig. 15. We can observe that the indoor temperatures
fluctuate around the indoor temperature set-point (22.5 �C) within
the indoor temperature comfort range (20–25 �C) during the occu-
pied hours in Case 2, while the indoor temperatures keep at the
set-points during the occupied hours in Case 1. Thanks to the
indoor temperatures adjustments of the buildings, the VESSs are
managed to participate in the DED of the H-Microgrid to reduce
the daily operating cost and the customer temperature comfort
levels are guaranteed at the same time.
5. Conclusion

A DED model of a H-Microgrid considering building based VESS
was proposed in this paper. Firstly, the mathematical relationship
among the indoor temperature, cooling demand and outdoor tem-
perature was established in this paper based on the building ther-
mal equilibrium equation. Then, a building based VESS model was
developed as a dispatchable unit to participate in the DED of the H-
Microgrid for daily operating cost reduction.

The heat transfer through the external walls, the heat transfer
across the windows, internal heat gains, the heat contribution
due to the solar radiation on the opaque surface of the external
walls at different wall orientations, the whole solar radiation trans-
mitted across the windows at different wall orientations and the
cooling power generated by the cooling equipment were consid-
ered in the VESS model.

Based on the developed VESS model, a DED model for daily
operating cost reduction was proposed. The proposed DED method
can make full use of the available capacity of the VESSs to reduce
the daily operating cost, and guarantee the customer temperature
comfort level at the same time. The DED of the H-Microgrid with
VESS has benefits in daily operating cost reduction, less startup
and shutdown times of the dispatchable DGs and more free capac-
ity of the dispatchable DGs.

Numerical studies show that the dispatch results of the VESSs
are closely related to the occupied hours of the buildings, the
parameters of the buildings and the time-sensitive electricity
prices. Due to the different occupied hours and different parame-
ters of the four buildings investigated as case studies, the four
building based VESSs are dispatched during different time periods
and present different charging/discharging characteristics. The dis-
patch results of the VESS change in accordance with the fluctuation
Please cite this article in press as: Jin X et al. Dynamic economic dispatch of a
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of the electricity prices: The VESS tends to be discharged with
higher power during high electricity purchase price periods and
be charged with higher power before the discharging process for
daily operating cost reduction. Also, the VESS and the BESS present
different charging/discharging characteristics, because the VESS
has a relatively fast energy dissipation characteristic, while the
self-discharge ratio of the BESS is very low.
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